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Abstract— Work in robotic phenotyping requires computer
vision methods that estimate the number of fruit or grains in
an image. To decide what to use, we compared three methods
for counting fruit and grains, each method representative of
a class of approaches from the literature. These are two
methods based on density estimation and regression (single and
multiple column), and one method based on object detection.
We found that when the density of objects in an image is low,
the approaches are comparable, but as the density increases,
counting by regression becomes steadily more accurate than
counting by detection. With more than a hundred objects per
image, the error in the count predicted by detection-based
methods is up to 5 times higher than when using regression-
based ones.
Index Terms— Computer vision, agriculture, phenotyping.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotics has the potential to transform many industries
where productivity is currently low, such as agriculture [1].
Robotic agriculture also offers benefits in terms of sustain-
ability. A key task in agriculture is phenotyping, the process
of measuring the observable characteristics of plants, called
phenotypes. Phenotypes are used by plant researchers to
match new cross-breed crops with certain characteristics, to
enable breeding crops with higher yield, better endurance to
extreme climate events, and minimal environmental impact.
While phenotyping was traditionally performed manually
in the field, the current advances in hardware allow con-
structing high-throughput phenotyping systems capable of
imaging hundreds of plants per day. However, the devel-
opment of accurate and robust automatic methods that can
extract phenotypic information from the collected images
poses a bottleneck. Spatial scales of interest vary from the
microscopic subcellular level to entire fields. At any given
scale, we are interested in both structural and physiological
traits [2]. Structural traits measure the geometry (e.g. sizes,
shapes, angles) of individual units such as cells, fruits, or
whole plants. Physiological traits are often expressed as
counts of those individual units, or population-wide measures
such as biomass or vegetative greenness [3].
In order to measure structural properties, relying on detec-
tion or even segmentation methods is necessary to precisely
localise every unit of interest – a fruit, flower, or grain –
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Fig. 1. Images from phenotyping applications at a range of spatial scales.
Clockwise from top left: sorgum, maize, apples, olives, grapes, wheat and
strawberries.
in order to analyse its structure. Population-wide measures
are then obtained by summarising the traits of individual
units. However, the performance of these methods, and
consequently the quality of estimated traits, degrades as the
number of individual units per image increases [4]. This is
especially true in situations typically encountered in the field
where plants are packed closely together, creating highly
dense collections of objects with prominent levels of intra-
occlusion, noise and, due to biological variation, heterogene-
ity across the objects (see Fig. 1). In contrast, counting by
regression approaches learn to map the image features into
density distributions across the whole image, which can be
used to create a count. They are typically used for counting
crowds in congested scenarios as they do not need to fully
identify objects to count them. We compare the performance
of counting by detection and counting by regression for uses
in phenotyping [5]. Specifically, we investigate whether it
is still possible to estimate accurate population-wide counts
in complex scenes, where detection methods fail to identify
every unit of interest. This enables measuring a portion
of phenotypic information from images at a coarser scale,
leading to simpler image acquisition setups.
We are not the first to make this connection [6], but we go
further than previous work in our analysis of the performance
of regression methods in agriculture. We investigate the
robustness of different counting approaches to varying object
density on multiple agricultural datasets with a considerable
density disparity. The results show that regression approaches
are capable of counting agricultural objects with low error
across the available range of object densities. In contrast,
counting by detection becomes less accurate as object density
increases. Our main contributions are:
• an empirical analysis of the impact of object density on
different approaches to counting1,
• an exhaustive assessment of counting approaches across
existing agricultural datasets,
• the comparison of a range of different datasets that can
be used for counting and detection in agriculture.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section
II presents related work on counting. Section III details
the detection and regression approaches we used for the
experiments described in Section IV. Results are discussed
in Section V, and conclusions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Counting by regression methods are categorised into two
groups: global regression and density estimation. Global re-
gression refers to the straightforward definition of regression
methods where handcrafted [7] or learned [8], [9] features are
mapped directly into a numerical value. In contrast, density-
based methods train a regressor to map the local image
features into an object density map. These approaches are
typically used for counting in highly congested scenarios
such as crowd counting [10] and traffic monitoring [11].
Density-based methods were originally proposed to count
cells [5], and relied on handcrafted features. These initial
methods were superseded by CNN-based structures with
richer feature representations. The first CNN-based method,
Counting CNN (CCNN) [11], uses a simple deep convolu-
tional structure to map an image into a density map. Hydra
CNNS [11] and Multi-column CNN [12] pioneered the
density based approaches with multiple columns, where the
outputs of different CCNN branches, also known as “heads”,
are merged to create a density map. Multi-column approaches
can thus learn both multi-scale and multi-perspective fea-
tures. Recent approaches adaptively weigh the output of the
columns to account for variations in the environment; leading
to state-of-the-art methods such as Switch-CNN [13] and
context aware networks [10] for crowd-counting.
Instead of using multiple heads, single-column approaches
use single deeper convolutional structures to compute density
maps. These CNNs can learn patterns, scales, and perspec-
tives [14] while reducing the risk that multi-column methods
have of learning redundant structures.
In agricultural applications, counting-by-regression has
received less attention than counting-by-detection. Detection
methods such as Faster R-CNN [15] are widely used to
provide counts in plant phenotyping. This includes counting
objects in farms from aerial [16] and ground perspectives
[17] and counting different kinds of objects such as wheat
spikes [16] and fruits [18]. A common drawback of these
tools is their inability to detect items in clustered regions.
In contrast, the application of global regression methods
in agriculture is currently limited to phenotype extraction
1The code to reproduce the experiments can be found here
https://github.com/adrianxsalazar/Deep_Regression_
vs_Detection_for_Counting_in_Robotic_Phenotyping
from single plant images [19]. Both single and multi-column
density-based aproaches have shown recent promise in agri-
culture for counting sorghum heads [6].
III. METHODOLOGY
The suitability of counting methods for a range of agricul-
tural products has not been analysed as all previous work was
focused on a single crop. In addition, the literature points to
problems in using counting-by-detection approaches in dense
scenarios [17] while density-based methods appear to handle
dense images well. However, there is no existing comparative
analysis of the impact of density on the counting paradigms,
and no data that identifies the admissible levels of density
for such methods, and thus no guidance on which methods
to choose in a given situation.
To fill this gap, we compared three counting methods, one
from each of the main counting paradigms, across multi-
ple agricultural datasets. Single column density approaches,
multi-column density approaches, and counting by detection
are represented by, respectively, CSRNet [14], context aware
network (CAN) [10], and Faster R-CNN [15].
A. Single-column density regression
CSRNet [14] is a single-column density-based CNN with
two main parts. The first part uses VGG16 [26], pre-trained
on ImageNet, to extract features from the images. The second
uses a network made of dilated convolutional layers to up-
sample those features into a density map. The loss function







∥∥Desti −Dgti ∥∥22 , (1)
where θ is a set of learnable parameters, B is the batch
size, Dgti is the ground truth density map and D
est
i is the
estimated density map for the image i.
B. Multi-column density regression
CAN [10] is a multi-column approach with three parts: a
multi-column feature extractor; a weight map extractor, and
an upsampling network. The first part consists of the first ten
layers of a pre-trained VGG16 which learn to extract a fea-
ture map. The multi-scale information is extracted from the
feature map with a Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) structure
[27] with S columns. Each column j ∈ {1, . . . , S} extracts
information at different scales by averaging the feature map
into scale-aware blocks with fixed dimensions dj × dj . In
each column j, the scale-aware blocks are followed by a 1×1
convolutional network. Then, the blocks are up-sampled with
bi-linear interpolation to match the dimensions of the feature
map, resulting in a scale feature map sj for each column j:
sj = Ubi(Fj(SPPaveraging(fv, dj), θj)). (2)
fv represents the feature map, Ubi the bi-linear interpolation
process, Fj the 1× 1 convolutional layer in each column j
with parameters θj , and SPPaveraging(fv, dj) the process of
TABLE I
THE AGRICULTURAL DATASETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS. PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DATASETS ARE REFERENCED.















SORGHUM-HEAD [20] sorghum heads 330×1300 1,309 135,834 142 46 103.7 14.6 24.1 3.4
ACFR ALMONDS [17] almonds 300×300 620 4,777 37 0 7.7 6.0 8.3 7.3
ACFR APPLES [17] apples 308×202 1,120 5,765 18 0 5.1 3.3 8.1 5.4
ACFR MANGOES [17] mangoes 500×500 1,964 7,065 23 0 3.5 3.7 1.4 1.4
ISAR ALMONDS [21] almonds 300×300 3,060 2,242 25 0 0.7 2.0 0.8 2.1
ISAR OLIVES [21] olives 606×403 2,807 6,967 65 0 2.4 5.4 0.9 2.1
MTC [22] maize tassels 3648×2736 361 13,562 120 0 37.5 26.9 1.5 1.02
WGISD [23] grape clusters 2048×1365 300 4,430 34 2 14.7 5.4 0.5 0.1
GWHD [24] wheat heads 1024×1024 3,422 147,793 116 0 43.1 20.8 4.1 1.9
STRAWBERRY I strawberries 4032×3024 179 4,243 71 3 23.7 11.21 0.9 0.47
RISEHOLME130 strawberries 1920×1080 130 3,605 69 7 27.7 12.3 1.7 0.7
MINNEAPPLE [25] apples 720 × 1280 670 28,182 123 1 42.06 29.05 4.8 3.2
averaging the feature map into a specific scale-aware block
of size dj × dj .
The second part extracts the importance of each scale’s
feature map sj at each spatial location via a weight map
wj for each sj . Each weight map is learned with a 1 × 1
convolutional layer F jc with parameters θjc followed by a
sigmoid function σ that maps a contrast feature map cj =
sj − fv into the weight map. The contrast map provides
information about the extent at which sj changes with respect
to the original feature map at each location. The network
outputs are the weight maps wj , calculated using a contextual
map: wj = σ(F jc (cj , θjc)). The final feature map fI is










where  is the element-wise product between the weight
map and the corresponding scale feature map sj , and [· | ·]
is a channel-wise concatenation. Finally, a structure made of
dilated convolutions upsamples fI into a density map.
C. Object detection
Faster R-CNN [15] has two key component. A Region
Proposal Network (RPN), which identifies the Regions of
Interest (RoI), and a classification network that refines the
content of the proposed regions.
An initial feature extractor made of a sequence of con-
volutional layers learns to extract a feature map from the
input images. Then, the RPN network, made of two sibling
fully connected regression and classification layers, proposes
a series of class agnostic object proposals using the feature
map. These proposals are then mapped back into the feature
map with attention mechanisms before classification. The
classification is based on an R-CNN architecture [28], con-
sisting of fully connected regression and classification layers
that refine the class and coordinates of the proposal. Finally,
the refined object proposals are accepted and counted if both
the probability of the classification layer and the area that
overlaps with other detection proposals are over a threshold.
For this experiment, the implemented feature extractor
consists of a ResNet101 [29] based on a feature pyramid
network (FPN) [30] pretrained on 37 COCO [31] epochs.
D. Evaluation metrics
Conventional metrics [11]–[13] to evaluate counting
methodologies are mean absolute error (MAE) and root












(Ci − Cgti )2, (5)
where N is the number of images, Cgti is the ground truth
count and Ci is the estimated count for image i. In density
based methods, Ci is obtained by integrating the pixels in







where L and W represents the length and width of the density
maps obtained from the image Ii and pl,w is the pixel of the
density map at location (l, w).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
We assess the performance of counting methodologies on
12 agricultural datasets. Table I summarises their characteris-
tics in terms of the crop imaged, number and size of images,
and the distribution of objects in the dataset. Out of the 12
datasets, ten are publicly available while STRAWBERRY I
and RISEHOLME130 are internal datasets collected at the
University of Lincoln, UK. Most of these datasets were
annotated and used for object detection, while only MTC
[22] was previously used for counting.
The 12 datasets cover nine different crops and vary in the
number of images they contain, from 130 to 3060; the size
of the images, from 308 px× 202 px to 4032 px× 3024 px;
and in spatial scale. The average distribution metrics also
vary from 103.7 objects per image and 24.1× 105 objects
per px in the densest SORGHUM-HEAD dataset [20] to
0.7 objects per image and 0.8× 105 objects per px in the
least dense ISAR ALMONDS [21] dataset. This allows us to
analyse the impact of reduced dataset sizes, varying image
sizes and object densities, which are common in agricultural
applications, on different approaches for counting.
B. Data preparation
All the datasets contain bounding box annotations. In
density-based methods, bounding boxes’ centres were used
as object locations xi when generating the ground truth. Each
dataset is randomly divided into training, testing and valida-
tion sets containing 70%, 20%, and 10% of dataset images
respectively. The same sets are used in all experiments.
C. Ground truth generation
Applying density-based methods starts from a set of
annotated pixels xi indicating the location of the objects.
To obtain the density map, each annotation pixel xi is
blurred with Gaussian kernels normalised to 1 so that kernel
integration returns the number of objects, as per Eq. (6). We
use a Gaussian geometry-adaptive kernel Gσ that considers
the size distortion caused by imaging 3D scenes, and thus
approximating the real object sizes in the density map [12].
To do so, it is assumed that the objects that are close together
are evenly distributed. Then, the kernel uses the average
distance between the item xi and its k nearest neighbours
to estimate the geometric distortion and modify the kernel
size accordingly. Fig. 2 shows an example of the generation
of a density map with and without the proposed kernel. The




δ(x− xi)×Gσi(x), with σi = βd̄i. (7)
For each annotation pixel xi, the Gaussian geometry-adaptive
kernel Gσ convolves the ground truth δ(x − xi) with a
standard deviation of σi. Where x is the position of the
item in the image and δ a Dirac Delta function representing
the object area. The kernel σi depends on d̄i which is the
average distance of the item i to the k closest items and a
hyperparameter β that ranges from 0 to 1 and regulates the
impact of the neighbours on the size distortion of the objects.
D. Parameters
For the creation of the ground truth density maps, we
follow the original configuration for Gaussian geometry-
adaptive kernels [12] with β = 0.3 and k = 3.
For all three methods, we used standard training parame-
ters and architectures from the literature [10], [14], [15]. For
CSRNet, the dilation rate in upsampling is set to 2. There is
no data augmentation. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is
used with a learning rate of 10−7, batch size 1, a decay of
5× 10−4, and a momentum of 0.95. For CAN we set S = 4,
with dj ∈ {1, 2, 3, 6}, and used the loss function in Eq. (1).
Learning uses SGD, with a learning rate of 10−4, batch size
1, and a decay of 5× 10−4. For Faster R-CNN we used the
standard parameter set from [15]. This was a learning rate
of 2.5× 10−3, a weight decay of 10−4, and a momentum
of 0.9. We set the number of proposed bounding boxes per
image to Np = 300, and the probability threshold to 0.5.
For two additional parameters — the set of anchors and the
threshold value used for non-maximum suppression (see, for
example, [32]) (NMS) — we tuned the values for individual
Fig. 2. A visualization of the process of generating the ground-truth density
maps with and without a geometry-adaptive kernel. The top row shows the
process on a image of the MINNEAPPLE [25] dataset and the second row
an image from the GWHD dataset [24]. From left to right, the raw images
with the bounding boxes and pixel annotations, density maps made with a
non geometry-adaptive kernel, density maps made with a geometry-adaptive
kernel.
Fig. 3. Sample of the predicted density maps. From left to right, the
figures shows the original image from the MINNEAPLE dataset [25], the
ground truth density map, the CAN density map, and the CSRNet density
map
datasets on the relevant training data. For NMS we performed
a gridsearch and for the anchor set we followed the approach
in [33]. We then conducted our experiments using both the
original values from [15] and the values that we established
through tuning. We found that Faster R-CNN performed best
on all datasets using tuned values of the NMS threshold and
the anchor set from [15], and these are the values that we
report below.
V. RESULTS
Table II shows the results of the proposed methods across
all the datasets. CAN performs best in seven of the 12
datasets for both metrics, showing the capability of multi-
column regression networks in agricultural settings. Faster R-
CNN performs best on five datasets, indicating that detection
approaches can be competitive under specific conditions.
CRSNet is the worst performing method. We believe that
this is because deeper architectures like CSRNet suffer from
a larger degree of overfitting on the available modestly-sized
datasets [14]2. Fig. 3 shows the output of the single-column
approach over-estimating the density of the objects w.r.t. the
ground truth density map.
2This is an inherent feature of the available agricultural image datasets at
this point in time — they are simply several orders of magnitude smaller than
many other publicly available datasets. If you want to work in agriculture,
you have to find ways to deal with this limitation.
TABLE II
COUNTING PERFORMANCES IN TERMS OF MAE AND RMSE. THE BEST
PERFORMANCES ARE HIGHLIGHTED.
Dataset CSRNet CAN Faster R-CNN
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
SORGHUM-HEAD 3.88 5.07 2.96 4.026 8.76 12.44
ACFR ALMONDS 2.31 3.90 2.15 3.07 2.16 3.43
ACFR APPLES 1.36 3.08 1.01 1.41 1.22 1.79
ACFR MANGOES 2.46 3.33 0.74 1.19 0.63 1.17
ISAR ALMOND 0.94 1.76 0.34 8.27 0.33 0.90
ISAR OLIVES 2.70 4.80 1.09 2.78 2.34 5.51
MTC 20.18 24.15 3.70 5.23 4.06 6.61
WGSID 4.3 4.7 1.93 2.42 1.85 2.57
GWHD 7.28 10.22 2.38 3.36 3.08 4.26
STRAWBERRY I 6.05 8.53 3.04 3.62 1.34 1.96
RISEHOLME130 7.04 7.6 4.97 5.96 3.19 4.27
MINNEAPPLE 13.36 16.67 3.57 5.74 5.79 9.27
The results for Faster R-CNN are more variable across
datasets compared with CAN. The datasets on which Faster
R-CNN outperforms the other methods are identified in
Table I as the ones with the lowest average number of
items per image. Conversely, in the datasets with higher
average number of objects, the counting performance of
Faster R-CNN drastically drops. In the dataset with the
highest average of number of objects per image, SORGHUM-
HEAD, the MAE and RMSE for Faster-RCNN are much
higher than for CAN and CRSNet.
There are many factors that might result in the varying
performance of each counting method across datasets shown
in Table II. However, plotting MAE against the average
number of objects in an image from a given dataset, as in
Fig. 4, suggests that the number of objects being counted
is significant. Indeed, the performance of all the methods
decreases as the number of objects increases. However the
average numbers of objects in Fig. 4 does not reveal the
extent of the dependence between performance and number
of objects in an image. Since the variance in the number of
objects in an image is high (Table I) in many of the datasets,
plotting error against the average number of objects in an
image from a given dataset does not tell us much about how
the error depends on the number of objects in an image.
To better understand the relationship between error and
number of objects, we divided the test set of each dataset into
subsets grouping images with a similar number of objects
together. In addition to evaluating all the trained models on
each dataset as a whole, we also report the evaluation results
of our models for each separate subset of each dataset where
the number of objects in an image falls into a fixed interval
(shown in Fig. 5).
All methods perform similarly well when the number
of objects per image is small, and the error rate increases
with the number of objects. The impact is moderate on
the performance of both CAN (ranging between 0.22 to
7.56 MAE) and CSRNet (ranging between 1.19 to 15.37
MAE). In contrast, when the number of objects per im-
age exceeds 95, Faster R-CNN’s ability to count objects
decreases drastically (reaching the MAE of 41 for > 140
objects per image). This shows that flexibility of density-
based methods is particularly effective in images with large
Fig. 4. MAE plotted against the average number of objects per image
in each of the datasets. Points give the performance of each approach on
a dataset against the average number of objects per image. Lines are a
regression on the points.
Fig. 5. MAE plotted against number of objects per image.
number of objects where we expect high levels of occlusion
and a lack of object heterogeneity.
Since different datasets have different sized images, the
number of objects per image might not be an independent
factor, but a function of image size. This raises the question
as to how much the density of objects, expressed as the
number of objects adjusted for image size, impacts perfor-
mance. As there is no established measure of density for this
analysis, we used the number of objects per pixel.
Using this measure of density, we repeated the previous
analysis, obtaining Figs. 6 and 7. The headline result is
similar to that for the analysis based on number of objects:
Faster R-CNN performs worse than the density-based meth-
ods when the object density exceeds 20× 10−5 objects per
pixel. This reaffirms the ability of density-based methods to
count objects despite high levels of occlusion and variability.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper studied the comparative performance of differ-
ent approaches to counting objects on tasks related to plant
phenotyping, laying the groundwork for the development
of robotic phenotyping platforms. There are three main
contributions. First, we assembled and compared the features
of a range of datasets that can be used for experiments on
counting in an agricultural setting. Second, we provided an
exhaustive assessment of counting approaches across these
datasets. Third, we gave an empirical analysis of the impact
of object density on the approaches. This analysis shows that
Fig. 6. MAE plotted against the average number of objects per pixel across
the images in each dataset. Points give the performance of each approach
on a dataset against the average number of objects per image. Lines are a
regression on the points.
Fig. 7. MAE plotted against number of objects per pixel.
counting-by-regression outperforms counting-by-detection at
high object densities, specifically when images contain more
than around 100 objects or more than 20× 10−5 objects per
pixel, while giving comparable performance at lower densi-
ties. This leads us to conclude that regression-based methods
are a good approach for accurate counting across a wide
range of object densities, and thus have a role in obtaining
count-based population-wide measures in phenotyping.
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